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As you can see from this month’s cover, I am stranded here in 
a Salvador situation: clearly his shadow is just too great to 
pass under in only one month! 
 
The back drop this time around is taken from a painting which 
Dalì called ‘The Metamorphosis of Narcissus ’and the 
inspiration for this work comes from the ancient Greek myth of 
Narcissus who fell in love with his own reflection and was 
transformed into the flower that bears his name after his 
death. 
 
In the middle of the picture Dalì has the pretty little 
narcissus flower breaking out of a shell that is held in the 
slender fingers of a dismembered hand. To the right of the 
knuckle is the figure of Narcissus who stands on a dais 
admiring his body.  To the left of the cracked thumb nail is 
an interesting group of people who look like they are on an 
away day from the Regency Hyatt hotel in La Manga. 
 
I have Dylan at his most narcissistic with rings on his 
fingers and wearing a sequined silk scarf. He must have taken 
a while in front of a mirror applying his mascara and eye 
liner although, in this mirror image of the two Dylans, they 
are trying not look themselves squarely in the eyes. As the 
photo was taken in 1978 Dylan himself was just about to break 
out of a shell when, just for while, he kissed goodbye the 
flowers of indulgence and the weeds of yester year. 
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 Distance Audio Steadiness Heads Focus Image 

1 1/2 screen 1 Not in pic 80% No pic ! L=left 
2 3/4 screen 2 In pic 25 % 70% Out of focus C= Center 
3 Full length 3 in pic 50 % 60% Mostly blurred R=Right 
4 Knees 4 In pic 75 % 50% Bit Blurry 1-9 10% angle 
5 Thighs 5 In pic 100% 40% Goes in and out B=balcony 
6 Waist 6 In pic moves 30% Soft Focus S=Stalls 
7 Mid Chest 7 steady hand 20% Mostly In Focus PRO=TV 
8 Head/Shoulders 8 monopod steady 10% Near Perfect D = Dark 
9 Head 9 perfect Never Perfect  

 
 
Magnetic Movements-On-Line      by Chris Cooper 
 
Issue   222 
 
Hello and welcome  
 
New films continue to flood in at the moment so there is much to discuss. 
 
Once again you can view the forthcoming ones in brief at  http://dvdylan.com    Vygi keeps a 
full list of available DVDs the site is becoming quite versatile so check it out. Nice to see him 
acknowledge FW there also. 
 
Mostly older stuff this time and some surprises that you won’t want to miss, so lets get on 
with things.  
 
Step this way folks.. 
  
If you have any news / copies of films that have not been listed please don’t be shy, tell me, 
or Vygi about them! 
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D7  A9  S9  H8 F8  I SC 
ROTTERDAM 19 SEPTEMBER 1987     60.00 
The Times They Are A-Changin' /Highway 61 Revisited /Ballad Of A Thin Man /Shot Of 
Love/Queen Jane Approximately /Dead Man, Dead Man /I Shall Be Released /Clean-Cut Kid 
/I Want You /John Brown / Watching The River Flow /Slow Train 
Chimes Of Freedom /Gotta Serve Somebody 
 
Now here is something special. This and the next 2 dvds are issued, fully authored as 
“Hidden Treasure Series” discs, and that describes them perfectly.  None of these recordings 
have circulated (very much) previously all now with redubbed super sound. They were./ are 
the ebst 87 films you can get, so go find them all now. Just look at that setlist! Those were the 
days. 
 
 

 
D8  A9  S7  H7 F8  I SL 
FRANKFURT    28 SEPTEMBER 1987        64.00 
The Times They Are A-Changin' / Like A Rolling Stone /Maggie's Farm /Simple Twist Of 
Fate /Shot Of Love /License To Kill /Ballad Of A Thin Man /Tomorrow Is A Long Time 
/Shelter From The Storm /Gotta Serve Somebody /Clean-Cut Kid /Knockin' On Heaven's 
Door/ Rainy Day Women Nos. 12 & 35 /Dead Man, Dead Man 
 
Well obviously we must be totally subjective here for review purposes so I must warn you that 
this amazing film is  a little too dark. That aside……. 
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D8  A9  S7  H8 F7  I SC 
BRUSSELS     8  OCTOBER  1987     50.00 
Desolation Row /Like A Rolling Stone /The Times They Are A-Changin' /Gotta Serve 
Somebody/ Maggie's Farm /Senor (Tales Of Yankee Power) /I Want You /Pledging My Time 
/ Chimes Of Freedom /  The Lonesome Death Of Hattie Carroll 
 
The third and final one in this series, is actually not the whole show. I also think this is the 
weakest of the three discs, but this is still one you should get to watch. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
D8  A8  S7  H7 F8  I SC 
DULUTH, MINNESOTA  3 JULY 1999      69.00 
It's All Over Now, Baby Blue (s) /Tangled Up In Blue /All Along The Watchtower / 
Trying To Get To Heaven (Before They Close The Door) /Stuck Inside Of Mobile With The 
Memphis Blues Again /Make You Feel My Love ./Highway 61 Revisited // 
Like A Rolling Stone / Blowin' In The Wind /Not Fade Away (Petty/Hardin) / 
The Sounds Of Silence (P Simon) /I Walk The Line (J Cash) /Blue Moon Of Kentucky ( Bill 
Munroe ) /Knockin' On Heaven's Door 
 
This is a very pleasant surprise. I can only assume this has escaped before as it was another 
NTSC film. It could at times be steadier, and of course is by no means the whole show, but it 
gets plenty of nice moments and as you can see is pretty close,  Also features the 4 songs with 
Paul Simon, in fact this is possibly the best video circulating of that collaboration.  
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D6  A8  S8  H7 F8  I BC3 
SALISBURY     15 NOV 2000       116.00 
Duncan & Brady @ / Chimes Of Freedom @ / Its Alright  Ma@ / Mama You Bin On My Mind @ / 
Tangled Up In Blue @ / Searching For A Soldier @ / Country Pie / Positively Fourth Street / Stuck 
Inside Of Mobile / Just Like A Woman / Wicked Messenger / Leopardskin Pillbox Hat /// Things 
Have Changed /Like A Rolling Stone / If Dogs Run Free @ / All Along The Watchtower / Don’t 
Think Twice @ / Highway 61 Revisited / Blowin In The Wind @ 
 
Inappropriate chapters aside this is quite a  nice film, strange it has taken so long to get 
around, Bob is enjoying himself throughout. Quite steady and easy to watch. Another DVD 
that shows the advantage it is to not have to convert from NTSC to Pal etc 
 
 

 
 
 
D PRO?? 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN Show SHEA STADIUM  4 OCTOBER 2003  8.00 
Highway 61 Revisited. 
 
Here’s one to sort the men from the boys. Bob walks  out all smiles and runs thru one of his 
tracks with Bruce and the boys. The taper was filming the screen and doing a great job too, 
so this is kind of multi angle and very close, check out the picky.  Thing is it is currently 
circulating with the rest of the Bruce show about 210 mins on 2 DVD’S. 
 
 
 
 
Till  Next Time…  
 

Chris Cooper 
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By Mark Carter 

Dylan dominated the press around the world during January 2003 merely by 
turning up at the Sundance Festival to mark the first public airing of “work in progress” (i.e. 
all the bits that the audience didn't understand will be chopped out) Masked And Anonymous. 
True to form, he turned up attired like a wino on Dressing-down Day with a scowl on his face 
that suggested that he would have preferred to be having a red-hot poker shoved up his anus 
than to be where he was right then. Of course, the press had a field day; firstly taking the piss 
out of his appearance and then taking the piss out of his movie. He must be the only bloke to 
stand as close as this to Jessica Lange and still look miserable. 
  
His Spring tour of the USA garnered some   more favourable print, though Dave Ferman, 
reviewing the Dallas show for the Star-Telegram was tentative; “...I've seen him better, and 
I’ve seen him far worse. A great show? Hardly. A fair show with a few great moments? 
Definitely.” 
 
The Tennessean's Craig Havighurst enjoyed the Nashville show, especially the newer 
material, and felt that the encores were “much more than perfunctory, though he’s played 
them for 30 years. At the end, Dylan's face was a stolid mask, but he sort of blew a kiss and 
I’d swear there was a tear in his eye.” 
A review of Atlanta’s Music Midtown festival on www.richar-wood.com included two 
onstage photos but was briefer than Bob’s 10-song set; “...All in all, an intense, magical 
performance from an old master.” 
 
At Florida’s SunFest festival The Palm Beach Post’s Thorn Smith was impressed enough but 
was even more impressed by the fact that Dylan took time out to meet a group of fans after 
the show; “A young man who got a bear hug was speechless, almost in tears.” 
 
The News Observer’s David Menconi, reviewing the Regency Park Ampitheatre gig, again 
found the material from the past six years to be the most impressive. In fact, only Knockin’ 
On Heaven’s Door disappointed mainly because opening act The Waifs joined in and they  
sang in key while Dylan - surprisingly - didn’t bother. Presumably he did sing in a key but it 
was probably a new one that he’d just then made up. 
 
Meanwhile, Dylan’s other forays in front of the cameras were hitting the headlines, especially 
the upcoming BBC documentary to be made by Martin Scorsese, mainly because Bob has 
agreed to be interviewed for it - the first time he has consented to open his heart in such a 
way since 1986’s enjoyable Getting To Dylan. It promises to be good. Possibly not so 
promising will be Todd Haynes’ forthcoming biopic of Dylan’s life in which he will be 
played by seven actors, including a woman and an 11 year-old black boy. Still, Bob or 
someone who tells him what to do must think it sounds exciting because his office has given 
Haynes permission to use any songs that he wants. Amazing. 
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Even more amazing is Germany’s Der Spiegel’s claim that the German publisher of 
Chronicles is convinced that the book(s) will be in the shops before Christmas 2003.  
Well, call me Mr. Cynical, but I have my doubts. I wouldn't even be willing to bet two rusty 
tap washers on it being published before Christmas 2010. 
 
Staying in Germany, where their edition of Rolling Stone celebrated it’s 100th issue with a 
poll of editorial staff to pick the best 100 albums of the past eight years. Time Out Of Mind 
came in at number one (“...With TOOM, Dylan suddenly transformed from a parody to the 
old celebrated bluesman and traveling singer. His Neverending Tour became a triumph”) and 
Love And Theft hit number ten (“...The songs are his most humorous exuberant recordings 
since the Basement Tapes sessions with the Band in 1967”). 
 
In April’s Mojo Wyclef Jean nominated Infidels as a record that changed his life; “...It's 
incredible. It’s one of those records you can always go back to and listen to. And I know, 
when I hear it, that it’s gonna make me feel inspired, the exact same way as it did when I first 
got it.”  And, within the pages of the reliable Sun (reliable to be utter shite each and every 
day), the reliable Jeremy Clarkson (reliable to be an utter twat each and every day) bemoaned 
the fact that there were no protest singers in today’s processed music scene like there were 
back in The Olden Days when “every time the Guardian king, Bob Dylan, picked up his 
guitar, another stream of wishy-washy liberalism streamed on to the airwaves.”  Not a fan 
then? 
 
The Times’ Andrew Heavens (no pun intended, presumably) took a look back at Dylan’s 
shaky Christian period in the wake of the release of The Gospel Songs Of Bob Dylan,     
whilst Steve  Terrell of The New Mexican reckoned that this “terrific record” contained some 
of Dylan’s angriest songs since Masters Of War. 
 
During May, Lenni Brenner of www.counterpunch put himself forward as the one person 
who single-handedly put Dylan’s career on the front burner. He shared a room with Dylan in 
the Village during the Winter of 1961 and, after hearing Dylan singing yet another old folk 
number, berated him; “Bob, you never saw a boll weevil. Mark (Spoelstra) never did. None 
of us have. If one flew in the window, or crawled in under the door, or whatever the hell they 
do, we wouldn't recognize it. Stop singing about boll weevils and sing about your own life 
and times.”  Dylan responded with; “That’s what Joe Williams told me!” and - yes, you’ve 
guessed it - went off to write his own songs. I can’t say I’ve ever heard of Lenni Brenner and 
the whole thing sounds like a fairy tale or a Walt Disney cartoon in which the scruffy - yet 
promising - young urchin suddenly realises that - TING! - yes, he can write his own songs 
and heads off for fame and fortune, yet Brenner insists that it’s true. For the next two years he 
insists he was Bob’s muse and guru until Dylan left the shared room, saying  “I have to do 
some writing”. We wipe away a tear as the credits roll and Brenner philosophises; “Yea 
verily, a bright young fellow came into that pad, a full man went out”.  I’m not sure if it’s 
Brenner’s quasi-religious tone (“Bob approved of the double miracle, the conversion of a 
profound vessel into capitalist lucre, and then into coffee and snacks, because he also had a 
contemptuous familiarity with Reform’s instant platitudes”) or his utter conviction that he 
and Joe Williams created the greatest genius that rock ‘n’ roll has ever produced, but this 
article irritates me greatly. I cannot recommend that even the staunchest Dylan fan reads it, 
yet, in a strange way, I do. 
 
By the way, what the fuck is a boll weevil and why would Dylan want to sing about one? 
And on that bombshell..... 
 
THANKS TO: DEREK AND TRACY BARKER, JENS WINTER AND MUM & DAD 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

A Fistful of Tapes   by The Two Riders 
 
 
Phew! Nearly didn’t make it this month. Well I hope that you are reading this 
otherwise we really didn’t make it.  It seems to get worse.  So little time so much to do.  
Don’t fear the reaper.  It’s not yet time. But time has told me that I won’t know when it is 
time so seize the time you have.  And get that bloody article done. 
 
Thought we’d take the opportunity to catch up on a batch of shows to round off last year’s 
touring activity. 
 
 
Helsinki  9th October 2003 
 
Nice sound, sharp start, gets meaner through Cry Awhile and unfolds into that lovely 
melodic arrangement of Boots of Spanish Leather.  Make You Feel My Love is powerful 
and an unusually good Every Grain Of Sand features a long and lingering piano solo. 
 
Stockholm  11th October 2003 
 
Marred by a poorish sound, it is still possible to appreciate the great vocal on To Be Alone 
With You and the excellent Things Have Changed. 
 
Karlstad  12th October 2003 
 
Another great vocal effort on To Be Alone With You followed by a very lovely Baby Blue.  
Desolation Row is simply excellent, resonating with the power of the old days and the 
wisdom of the now.  Listen out too for an extremely light and airy Moonlight. 
 
Oslo   13th October 2003 
 
Great sound and another great start with To Be Alone With You.  We’ll have to watch it – 
this opening is really catching on.  Nice to hear the piano-laden Tom Thumb’s Blues and in 
particular the well played Shooting Star.  Here the theory of less-is-more would really work 
with this song.  Dylan tends to overdue it a bit on stage.  
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Goteburg  15th October 2003 
 
Another dollop of a mighty good show in mighty good sound.  Dylan switches mood at will 
tonight as he runs through the consecutive batch of Boots(light, delicate, fragile), Cry 
Awhile( very moody), Tom Thumb(rhythmic, infectious), It’s Alright Ma(impassioned) 
and To Ramona(glorious).  If that wasn’t enough he also throws in a splendid Queen Jane. 
 
Copenhagen  16th October 2003 
 
Pity to spoil the run but the sound here is no better than average.  However hidden in there is 
nothing short of a storming It’s Alright Ma.  Unfortunately deflation sets in straight away as 
we are served up a version of My Back Pages which replaces the uncertain cadences of the 
original with a dull, plodding rendition. 
 
Hamburg  17th October 2003 
 
Another mixed blessing tonight.  Certainly it is worth hearing It’s Alright Ma (once again) 
and a terrifically atmospheric Cold Irons Bound. Also a superb stab at Man In The Long 
Black Coat.  Unfortunately the anticipated treat of Dignity is not followed through – too 
discordant. 
 
Hamburg  18th October 2003 
 
Strange to relate but Maggie’s Farm really works well in the opening position as it rocks like 
mad.  Nothing too dramatic about the rest of the show apart from perhaps the ever-reliable 
It’s Alright Ma, Things Have Changed and Boots. 
 
Berlin   20th October 2003 
 
Some nice tunes tonight. Starts off well with the vibrant piano of To Be Alone With You.  
Then later ups the ante as he pulls out the stops on Desolation Row immediately followed by 
a superb It’s Alright Ma.  Tonight even Most Likely… works well as does the anthem 
Every Grain of Sand. 
 
Leipzig  22nd October 2003 
 
Takes a while to warm up tonight but by song four which is Tom Thumb’s Blues, he is 
hitting mid-season form.  Things really do come alight with Things Have Changed and 
Highway 61. 
 
Prague  23rd October 2003 
All round OK stuff but no standouts. 
 
Budapest  24th October 2003 
 
Undoubtedly the most impressive performance for a few shows is the smooth-as-silk version 
of Tryin’ To Get To Heaven.  This brings vigour to an otherwise safe and solid outing. 



 
 
 
Graz   26th October 2003 
 
Nice sound for a controlled performance.  No throwaways tonight but do listen for It Ain’t 
Me, Babe in which Dylan weighs every word as if they were gold. 
 
 
Vienna  27th October 2003 
 
This show features a lovely sound together with lots of strong playing.  From the cracking 
intro of To Be Alone With You (yet again) through to a lengthy Most Likely..the first half 
of the show is super. 
 
Munich  29th October 2003 
 
Apart form Love Minus Zero which seems to have adopted a weird tune all of it’s own 
bearing little resemblance to the recorded work, all is pretty much of a muchness. 
 
Bolzano  31st October 2003 
 
Some spot-on performances this evening.  After a simmering start things pick up with a well-
articulated Cry Awhile and a super confident Don’t Think Twice.  Also Can’t wait is top-
notch as is Tweedle Dee.  
 
 

Restless Farewell for now. 
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The Whole Wide World is watching 
          The best of the web by Martin Stein 
             (With thanks to Expecting Rain) 
Read all about it!  I hope you find these new news pages interesting, as I do 
wonder whether you all knew it all anyhow. 
 
1. The Song Remains The Same – BBC Radio 2’s song library asked voters to select their 

favourite version of Blowin’ In The Wind.  Last I looked Bob’s original was way ahead 
(74%) of Peter, Paul and Mary and Neil Young (both 11%), Johnny Nash (3%) and Elvis 
Presley (1%). 

 
2. Talkin’ Bob Dylan - A Bob Dylan symposium titled "1964: The Times They Are A-

Changin'" was held at the Museum of Television and Radio in New York City on March 
23rd. 
 

3. Rockin’ Robbie – Robbie Robertson has been talking about Dylan in a Rolling Stone 
interview, see http://www.rollingstone.com/features/coverstory/featuregen.asp?pid=2837  

 
4. Cashing In - Dylan's legendary producer Bob Johnston is interviewed in the latest Record 

Collector about the unreleased Cash-Dylan album from 1969. Johnston reveals he is still 
trying to persuade Columbia to release the sessions, 35 years after the event. 

 
5. Play A Song For Me - Everything changed for Kooper in June 1965, when a producer 

friend, Tom Wilson, invited him to sit in on a recording session with Bob Dylan. He 
wound up supplying the quirky organ chords that so strongly characterised Like a Rolling 
Stone.  Kooper says that he was so anxious about doing a good job on the Dylan track 
that he didn't realise at the time that they were making a groundbreaking 
recording. "I was playing with one of my heroes, and that was momentous       personally, 
and I was fighting for my life 
at that moment because if I 
fucked-up it would be very 
bad for me and for Tom 
Wilson, the producer," he 
said.  
 

 
6. However there was more of a

sense of participating in something momentous 
when he went to Nashville the next winter to record Dylan's Blonde on Blonde album.  
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"I can't believe what I played on it," said Kooper, talking about his part 
on the song Stuck Inside of Mobile with the Memphis Blues Again.  "If I had to play that 
today, I couldn't play it any better than I played it then," he said. "Also, I did a lot of the 
arrangements, and I was, like, twenty-two. It's ludicrous. I'm sixty now. It's just amazing 
for me to hear that. There are other things I hear and go, OK, you were only twenty-two, 
twenty-three, twenty-four. But Blonde on Blonde just really sticks out to me. When I hear 
Child Is Father to the Man (the first album by Blood, Sweat and Tears) all I hear is the 
mistakes. But there aren't many mistakes on Blonde on Blonde." 

 
7. Walking ‘Round Heaven All Day – A guided tour of Greenwich Village and its place in 

the Bob Dylan Story can be found at 
http://www.columbiaspectator.com/vnews/display.v?ART/2004/03/23/405fd5cd2c7ed  

 
8. True Confessions? - "Songwriting?" "What do I know about song-writing?" Bob Dylan 

asked, and then broke into laughter. He was wearing blue jeans, a white tank-top T-shirt, 
and drinking coffee out of a glass. "It tastes better out of a glass," he said, grinning. His 
blonde acoustic guitar was leaning on a couch near where 
we sat. Bob Dylan's guitar. His influence is so vast that everything that surrounds him 
takes on enlarged significance: Bob Dylan's moccasins. The article continues in 
Boulevard Magazine’s March/April issue. 

 
9. Jazz Mags – Selected performances form the Montreux Jazz Festival 1967-2004 are to be 

released on DVD, according to Eagle Vision.  Although listed as a performer, there is no 
direct reference to Dylan being featured. 

 
10. Lights, Camera, Action – The story of Dylan’s life is to be made into a film, according to 

Paramount Pictures.  The Viacom Inc.-owned studio has struck a deal with producers to 
develop a biographical feature film about the famed singer-songwriter with Dylan’s co-
operation.  The project, the brainchild of Todd Haynes and tentatively titled I’m Not 
There: Suppositions on a Film Concerning Dylan is in the earliest stages of development. 

 
11. I’d Like To Introduce A Very Good Friend Of Ours - On the last night of a three-date 

stint at Detroit's State Theatre, Dylan invited young Jack White to perform with him on 
the second encore. Together with Dylan's band, the two played a version of Ball And 
Biscuit from The White Stripes' most recent album, Elephant.  
 

12. Good Grief – A reminder of the strange company we fans keep can be found in the 
complete pile of shite that has been posted on the web “explaining” the connection 
between some of Bob’s lyrics and the fact that he was once abducted by aliens.  This guy 
should really get some rest. http://www.seancasteel.com/dylan.htm  

 
13. Unmasked - Masked And Anonymous is due to be released on Region 2 DVD on 10th 

May priced £15.99 (though you may be able to get it cheaper!!). 
 
14. Pharts of Fire – The Cash family have understandably blocked attempts by US 

advertisers to use Johnny’s song Ring of Fire to promote haemorrhoid-relief products. 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/3498749.stm  

 
15.  STOP PRESSES: Bob is to appear at Finsbury Park on 20 June.  The Victoria’s Secret      
bra and knickers ads are now being broadcast in the USA. 
 
 

http://www.columbiaspectator.com/vnews/display.v?ART/2004/03/23/405fd5cd2c7ed
http://www.seancasteel.com/dylan.htm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/3498749.stm


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HIPSTERS, FLIPSTERS 
& FINGER POPPIN’ 

DADDIES! 
By C.P. Lee 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
I’m excited. I haven’t been this excited in a long while. On 
Sunday I’m going to see history. On Sunday I’m going to Smile. Brian Wilson’s Smile to be 
precise, thirty-seven years after it was put aside as an unfinished work, never performed or 
released in any complete form the way that it was intended, the damaged genius’s ‘teenage 
symphony to God’ is being performed in Liverpool, and we’ll be there. 
 
Now… Why Brian Wilson? Why Smile? And what’s it got to do with Bob Dylan? 
 
In the early 1960s the Beach Boys were always ‘there’, always flying around the UK charts 
with their Californian anthems to sun, surf and girls, girls, girls. I can remember watching 
them on Ready Steady Go! wearing their matching Pendleton shirts and being quizzed by 
Keith Fordyce – “So tell me , Brian – What is this surf?” Mostly the songs seemed to be 
representative of the disposable end of Pop, fast on their feet and looking for a trend to latch 
onto. Then The Beach Boys began to change and instead of fast cars they applied their 
luscious harmonies to the production of symphonic Folk in the shape of Sloop John B, or 
sheer Rock ‘n’ Roll accapella  in their tribute to The Regents, Barbara Ann. Within my very 
limited experience of contemporary music this was something that appealed deeply to me. 
The vocal cadences of their harmonies knocked me sideways and could – and still can – make 
my hair stand on end. 
 
Pet Sounds came out at virtually the same time as Blonde on Blonde, and the music from 
these two records provided the soundtrack to my life in 1966 – one minute I was in an alley 
with Shakespeare, the other I was being wrenched apart by the vocals on God Only Knows. It 
was one hell of a summer, the window open, bright sunlight and a steaming Dansette record 
player playing the same records over and over so I could learn the notes for my bass guitar, 
because this was the summer of my first group – Jacko Ogg and The Head People! However 
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… one of the defining moments of Rock history was the release of Good Vibrations, in my 
opinion the second greatest single ever (I imagine we all know what my first choice would 
be? – Like A Rolling Stone obviously). To hear it for the first time in November 1966, it was 
like, it was like…  an aural sledgehammer smashing into your consciousness. How could 
anybody come up with something like this? I found it devastating. 
 
What happened next is instructive and a tad peculiar too. Within a year the Beach Boys were 
basically a no-go zone, their Hip Licence, as it were, had been revoked. Jimi Hendrix even  
announced it from the stage at the Monterey Festival – “You’ve heard the last of surf music!” 
he shrieked at the crowd in the middle of one of his solos. The Californian dream was all 
over. Throughout the course of the next four decades a simulacra of the band shuffled around 
the globe earning their living off an ever growing nostalgia circuit, selling punters the ersatz 
glow of fake tan and the masturbatory promise of bikini clad babes with welcoming smiles. It 
was a sham and a shame.  
 
What I didn’t know at the time, and wasn’t to learn about until the 1970s, was that the Beach 
Boys actually didn’t matter – Brian Wilson did. Brian was the boy genius who had started the 
band. Brian was the powerhouse behind all their great hits. Brian was stark, staring mad. His 
fragile psyche had been unable to cope with the stress of touring so in 1964 he’d been 
allowed to stay behind in LA and concentrate on writing the hits that the business demanded. 
Despite this break in an already manic schedule, personal problems, in particular with his 
domineering and violent father Murry, who sold off the rights to all Brian’s tunes for 
$80,000, the young song-writer slipped further and further into mental decline. The problem 
certainly wasn’t aided by the fistfuls of LSD he was taking, and, with the band away on a 
world tour, he began work on what was to be his major opus – Smile – in 1966. 
 
This was to be his above-mentioned “teenage symphony to God”. It is arguably the first 
‘concept album’ in that it evolves musically around one theme. There are soaring heights of 
passion on it and also periods of whimsy that can become a little cloying, but overall it was a 
remarkable achievement astonishing Paul McCartney who dropped in on one of the sessions. 
Classical composer and conductor Leonard Bernstein was moved to tears by Brian’s solo 
rendition of Surf’s Up. 
 
The album’s contents were divided into four suites, earth, air, fire and water, and it was the 
fire section that finally drove Brian over the edge into his long darkness of insanity. 
Equipping the musicians with children’s toy fire-helmets and lighting garbage cans of rubbish 
in the studio in order to ‘get them in the mood’, Brian was horrified to discover that there had 
been an outbreak of fires around LA the night they recorded the track. That and the fact that 
he thought Phil Spector was bugging him with a device that had been secretly fitted into his 
brain was the last straw. Control of the band slipped into the hands of his cousin Mike Love. 
 
Smile was abandoned and for years it was rumoured that Brian had destroyed the tapes. 
Eventually, in the late ‘70s, early 1980s, tracks began to be bootlegged. Finally, finished 
numbers began to appear as bonuses on compilation CD boxed sets, but the album in its 
entirety has never seen the light of day. 
 
The story of Brian Wilson’s fight against his illness and his slow struggle back onto the 
planet is one of remarkable sadness and courage, ending in an eventual triumph. If you want 
to know more there are plenty of internet sites and his own autobiography, Wouldn’t It Be 
Nice.  
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Our story now flips back into 1965 and the Hollywood Bowl, where Bob Dylan and his band 
are ‘walking like Rimbaud’. We know from contemporary accounts that Brian was in the 
audience that September evening. We know that in an interview he gave a few days later he 
talks about how much he admires Dylan but believes he could “destroy” music! Throughout 
that part of his career, Wilson was certainly possessed of an uncanny knack for seeing 
changes before they occurred and being able to integrate trends and flows into his own 
compositions whilst still retaining his artistic integrity.  Beach Boy Al Jardine had already 
brought a Folk sensibility into the group, it was him who suggested they cover the old 
Bahamian tune Sloop John B, and there are rumours of Dylan covers by the band languishing 
in the vaults. I personally don’t believe they’d be Brian era recordings though. More like 
Mike Love led forays into barrel scraping (even today at BB fan conventions the crowd sing 
along to a tune that begins “We hate Mike Love!”). 
 
So Brian slips off the creative map – He begins to return in the mid 1980s after controversial 
treatment from one Dr Eugene Landy. Controversial or not, in 1990 Brian was able to begin 
functioning as a ‘proper’ musician again and an album was co-written with his 
psychiatrist/therapist Landy. Ineptly named Sweet Insanity, it was roundly rejected by Brian’s 
label, as was Landy himself, by Brian’s family on his behalf, a short time later. After 
complaints from the families of several of his patients the doctor was summonsed to appear 
before a medical counsel who subsequently barred him for life for medical malpractice. Brian 
was on his own again, but this time for the better. Sweet Insanity only survives as a bootleg 
and it’s highly unlikely anybody would want to hear it performed in its entirety in 37 years 
time even if Brian was alive to play it. However, Sweet Insanity is important to our story 
because there’s a track on it called The Spirit Of Rock And Roll.  
 
It’s not a great track. In fact it’s an awful track, but performing a guest vocal on it is Mr Bob 
Dylan. For me, The Spirit Of Rock And Roll is on a par with the wonderfully named Dylan 
bootleg, Name That Tune, which features the very worst performances of the Zimmermeister. 
That particular bootleg, if memory serves me well, also dates from around 1990/91. 
Coincidence then that TSORAR is so awful? I think not – what could we expect from the 
collaboration of two of the greatest geniuses of 20th Century Popular Music? Dylan on a 
liquor-truck to hell and Wilson emerging from his creative purgatory equals, sadly, crap, and 
hilarious crap at that. What is germane to the tale of Smile and Dylan is that Brian had a 
photograph taken of him and Bob in the studio which is now framed and apparently still on 
his mantelpiece these fourteen years later! 
 
All goes to show – It’s a funny old world. 
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EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE,                  
EVERY MOVE YOU MAKE…. 

 
 

  I’LL  BE WATCHING YOU 
 
              By Mark Carter 
 
 
Good (sic) to see old A.J. Weberman rearing his ugly head again courtesy of 
the latest release from Chrome Dreams/Isis. I already have the 1971 telephone conversations 
on CD, and had no intention of buying them again until I spotted the new release in the 
Dylan section of HMV for a paltry (or so it seemed at the time) £7.99p. Lured on by the 
promise on the slip case of a booklet full of rare photos, I parted with my eight quid, feeling 
quietly confident, especially as their release last year of the 1965 press conferences had been 
- if not exactly stunning - a worthy addition to the shelf. 
 
Firstly, I am a tad disappointed that the rare photos seemed to consist solely of a 2003 shot 
of Weberman himself, nowadays looking like a sad little old man. Whilst this image was 
something of a shock (for some reason - unlike Dylan himself, of course - Weberman lives in 
my mind perpetually frozen as the chubby, crazily permed garbage rustler of 1971), it was 
hardly what I had in mind, given the semi-rare status of the cover photo. Unless, of course, 
we are supposed to consider the 1971 shot of Weberman rare (which it isn't) or the curls-'n '-
shades 1966 image as used on the Isle Of Wight poster and reprinted in a gazillion books 
rare. Or perhaps it's that advert for their previous release which takes up the whole two 
centre pages that should be considered scarce. After all, where else are you going to get an 
advert for a Chrome Dreams CD other than in another Chrome Dreams CD? This may seem 
like minor quibbling, and perhaps it would if I was talking about a bona fide bootleg, where, 
especially a few years ago, exaggeration and outright lies were the order of the day, but this 
comes from two respected sources who should know better than almost anyone that mention 
of rare photos on a Dylan product is going to attract the attention of a lot of people who, not 
unreasonably, will be expecting rare photos of  Dylan not some crazy old nutter. 
 
The actual disc is fine and, not having heard it for ages, reminded me once again just how 
out to lunch Weberman was (and, judging by his introduction to this release, still is. Dylan is 
not referring to Bin Laden on Love And Theft, you stupid old twat - let it go). Dylan, with 
hindsight, went to extraordinary lengths to befriend and placate this stalker. Nowadays, he 
would probably be straight on the phone to his lawyers, back then he preferred to try to 
diffuse the situation himself. Not that it ultimately did any good. 
 
It's a recording not without humour, albeit unintentionally. I especially like it when Dylan 
presses him for confirmation that he will make the changes to the manuscript that Dylan has 
requested and Weberman answers with a noncommittal "Yeah, yeah " and you know damn 
well that he has no intention of making any changes whatsoever and you wonder why Dylan 
was so naive to think that he would, given the unresponsive response he receives to his pleas. 
If nothing else, he should have been given a clue when, whilst reading the manuscript, 
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Weberman quotes himself (usually insulting Dylan) and then says; "Well, I didn 't actually 
say that at the time, but that's what I was thinking". 
 
The other humorous moment comes when Dylan calls Weberman a pig and the Dylanologist 
really takes offence. Dylan immediately seizes upon this sign of weakness and constantly 
baits him with threats of having badges printed up featuring Weberman's picture with the 
word "pig" underneath. Ultimately, though, he might have temporarily rattled the pig's cage 
(or should that be trough?) but not enough to deter him for good. 
 
 
The best belly laugh comes after Weberman has accused Dylan of hiding secret messages 
within New Morning, only decipherable if played backwards, namely "if Mars invades us". 
Dylan's exasperated response; ".....Oh, fuck, man!....Why don't you play an Andy Williams 
record.... ?" kind of sums up just how he must have felt and the fact that he gamely carried on 
for another twenty minutes or so proves how desperate he was to get this maniac off his back. 
 
Ultimately, Weberman became little more that a footnote in rock history - if that -and his 
Dylan Liberation Front lost whatever relevance it might have briefly possessed by the time of 
George Jackson and Bangladesh. The last I heard, he was languishing in jail for drug 
offences, which is where I'd hope he'd remain, but it seems as though he's out there again, 
still peddling his bullshit to anyone who'll listen. Of course, the internet has given him - and 
every freak like him - a whole new lease of life and one can only assume that he's now 
polluting cyberspace the way he used to pollute newspaper space. 
 
As a piece of Dylan-related history, he's fine, but don't ever try to convince me that he's of 
any importance, or ever was. If he inspired this whole cult of taking a Dylan lyric and turning 
it into some deep and coded message that only the chosen few can ever hope to decipher, then 
he has a lot to answer for, and none of it good. 
 
 
I only hope that not a penny of the royalties from my £7.99p goes to him. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                   
Bob Dylan  portrait  by  A.Fortier 

ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE     
Last Thoughts on “Last Thoughts on Woody Guthrie”                      
by Michael Crimmins    
                                                                                                                                                                              
Losses of creativity, inspiration, disappointment, disillusionment, failure to truth, 
artistic uncertainty, fear of scrutiny and rejection, suspicion of praise. The need to find 
something special, the need for a solid rock!  The need to develop that brave intelligence 
capable of rejecting materialism, with the knowledge of life’s falseness. To realize that our 
heroes are not our saviours. If one can have an awareness of all the aforementioned, then this 
surely would be the awareness brought about by experience. Voiced perhaps by some wise 
old sage.  Amazingly this awareness sprang from the pen of one not yet twenty two years old, 
in the form of “Last thoughts on Woody Guthrie”.   Bob Dylan very bravely chose to wind up 
his first major New York concert at the town hall on April 12th 1963 with an eight minute 
poetry recital.                                          
 
In last months Freewheelin’ I blathered on about “Dylan’s inner struggle” in relation to his 
1964’ Halloween’ concert, and as to how I perceived him to be almost, although his 
performance were beyond excellence, embarrassed by his own songs.  “Last thoughts on 
Woody Guthrie” is a poem sure enough, but it is much more than that.  In the light of Dylan’s 
brilliant career in song writing and performance, I see the poem as an avowal to be true to his 
muse. I see it like that now with the knowledge of that wondrous thing that we call hindsight, 
but the absolutely amazing thing is that he saw it then! 
 
In this, Dylan’s first major concert performance, he seems to know instinctively of his own 
success, that his destiny, and up to a point ours, are of his own making. “Last thoughts on 
Woody Guthrie” foreshadows his eventual Christian conversion, and states categorically that 
there are only two roads in life, only two choices. It says farewell to the Guthrie imitator 
acknowledges the arrival of the likes of P F Sloan and knows that to walk in a straight line 
while being faithful to oneself is the way to enlightenment.   How many people have called 
Dylan a genius? Well he knows his onions, is all I can say! The poem also goes a long way to 
explain certain Dylan actions down the years.  For example after the conclusion of the 
English tour in 1965, Dylan announced his “I quit” decision. We now know the reason 
behind this, and also for his quick reversal of that decision .To my mind the tour, though a 
huge success, was a fall from grace in Dylan’s eyes, and one which he compounded 
intentionally and with irony in the title of D.A.Penebaker’s documentary film ‘Don’t Look 
Back’.   Though Dylan’s performances of this time in 1965, would have been thoroughly 
satisfying to a member of the audience, and after all they should have been, the artist was 
giving more than an adequate account of himself, they were not great performances, his grasp 
of “that evenings empire” that he tells us of in song, in other words that something special 
from somewhere special was just beyond him. 
 
The restlessness that makes Bob Dylan such a great artist was beginning to show the previous 
October of 1964 with his hugely successful New York Philharmonic Hall appearance- still 
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enough!  If you are  even slightly interested in my babblings about that performance ,and if 
you haven’t already read them, you will have to do your own backtracking to last months 
Freewheelin’. By the time Bob Dylan showcased his fabulous catalogue of songs in England 
in 1965, the fire, the drive to perform, the “one hand waving free” was missing.  I don’t 
believe for one minute that Dylan ever doubted the worth of his material .He was, as we now 
know, becoming bored with the mode of delivery, he now wanted and needed something 
new(and not necessarily a band) to achieve  full expression . 
  
The outcome of 1965, with the success of the tour and five hit singles in Great Britain, will 
have been little consolation to Dylan, the same Dylan that  was only a dawn away from “Like 
a Rolling Stone” and the breath taking charge of those 1966 performances, where he did 
indeed “Dance beneath the diamond sky”. Those achievements of 1965 would have been 
little consolation to Dylan, who knew and anticipated the pitfalls of any complacency. To 
Dylan who knew contentment is not a condition in which great art is usually created.  
 
When yer head gets twisted and yer mind grows numb  
When you think you’re too old, too young, too smart or too dumb                                                                      
When yer laggin’ behind an’ losin’yer pace  
In a slow- motion crawl or life’s busy race 
No matter what yer doing if you start givin’up 
If the wine don’t come to the top of your cup 
If the wind’s go you sideways with one hand holdin’on 
And the other starts slipping and the feeling is gone 
And yer train engine fire needs a new spark to catch it  
And the wood’s easy findin’but yer too lazy to fetch it 
And yer sidewalk starts curlin’ and the street gets too long 
And you start walkin’ backwards though you know that it’s wrong….  
 
It might seem totally ridiculous to some that I seem to be equating one of Dylan’s most 
successful periods with words like complacency. Of course I am not, Dylan has never been 
complacent. His greatest fear is boredom and thankfully he uses that fear as a constant 
springboard to new creativity. Dylan’s startling ability to deal with his own creative process, 
while furthering it’s cause, is nothing short of amazing. In ‘Last Thoughts on Woody 
Guthrie’ he faces up to life’s challenges by challenging himself.  It is a great work! Another 
instance of this is “Mr Tambourine Man” where Dylan faces his muse head on.  The moment 
that he is at truth with himself “Though I know that evenin’s empire has returned into sand, 
vanished from my hand, Left me blindly here to stand but still not sleeping” is the moment 
that he is without sin, in sublime creation, in other words, the moment of his confession is the 
moment of his reconciliation, this is spiritual stuff !  Dylan is talking to no other than himself 
in “Mr Tambourine Man” The moment Dylan found the words “Yes, to dance beneath the 
diamond sky with one hand waving free” was the moment that he was actually dancing under 
it! revelling in his creativity.  Could that place beneath the hard imagery of a diamond sky be 
the very place where “that thin wild mercury music” first crystallized in Dylan’s brain? 
Listening to “Mr Tambourine Man” on ‘Bringing It all back home” this seems to me to be the 
pivotal moment, the quantum leap into the bright hard world of ‘Highway 61 Revisited’ and 
‘Blonde on Blonde’                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                              
Dylan is an artist who lets his work speak for him. Little wonder that he is loathe to explain 
further what he has already laid out for us so eloquently. These are my thoughts linking what 
I consider to be some of Dylan’s best works. I get to thinking all sorts of crackpot stuff now 
and again, but generally there is no harm to me. 
                                                                                                                                                                               



                              

masked and anonymous:  

 

the best film ever? 
 
by paula radice  

 
 
 
I was going to write about something completely different this month (to 
be specific, I had planned a review of Andy Gill's book on the making of Blood on the 
Tracks, a very exciting book) but on this, the one evening this week when I could sit 
down to Freewheelin' writing - given that there are a series of long Parents' Evenings 
at school this week - a friend dropped the official DVD of masked and anonymous 
through my door, and blew all my plans out of the water.   
 
I've seen the film already, of course, but tonight was the first chance to see the 
deleted scenes and the "masked and anonymous exposed" feature, and to hear 
Larry Charles' director's commentary on the whole film.  Schoolwork went out of the 
window, making dinner became out of the question, writing about anything else 
became impossible. 
 
Why is masked and anonymous so exciting?  For many, many reasons.  Initially, the 
excitement is for what the movie is not: it's not the clunker that seemed inevitable 
while it was being made.  Bob Dylan acting has always seemed a perilous 
undertaking.  In Hearts of Fire, granted, he was the least painful thing to watch on 
the screen, but apart from in Pat Garret and Billy the Kid (in which he had only a 
small part) Bob's acting has invariably been too self-conscious, too out-of-step and 
off-rhythm with those around him.  Dylan moves, grimaces, speaks and looks 
differently to anyone else on the planet (that is on this planet; we haven't yet 
discovered whether those on the planet he comes from behave as he does), and 
placed next to smoother, more polished actors, his eccentric mannerisms become 
yawning gulfs of idiosyncrasy.  And what were to make of the skeleton plotline: Bob 
playing an ageing ex-legendary singer called Jack Fate (yuk!) called out of years of 
inactivity to play a benefit concert to try to save the world?   The omens were very, 
very worrying indeed. 
 
So the immediate sweep of relief is that the film is not anywhere near what we feared 
it could be.  Not only is the plot hugely more interesting and multi-layered than the 
initial rumours suggested, but Bob's acting is extraordinarily good.  Not perfect, but 
wonderfully, staggeringly powerful, and moreover, it resonates perfectly with what 
the rest of the cast do.   
 
This seems to me to have two bases.  Firstly, that the vastly experienced cast really, 
really wanted to work with Bob, as all accounts testify, and they were de facto 
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sympathetic with his ways of thinking and writing, and open-minded about trusting to 
his instincts as to language and emotion.  Without exception, they all act their socks 
off, and are obviously wholly committed to what they are doing.  John Goodman is a 
tour de force throughout the film (and his bulk is a tremendously comic foil to Bob's 
feather-light physical slightness - when Uncle Sweetheart first embraces Jack, he 
completely engulfs him but  the point is completely made: the man with all the power 
in the film isn't the voluble giant, but the quiet little man).  Two of the most powerful 
scenes in the film (those with Val Kilmer as the Animal Wrangler, and Giovanni Ribisi 
as the soldier) are those where actors' intense monologues are absorbed by an 
almost silent, almost completely passive Dylan whose silence and passivity does all 
the talking for him. 
 
Secondly, Dylan, and indeed all the actors here, are speaking his own words.  The 
rhythms, the musicality, the thought-processes, the phrasing are all pure Dylan and 
therefore Dylan's acting is only a tiny fraction of Dylan's words.  They are all Dylan's 
words.  He is part of every scene and has all the voices in the film, and therefore the 
heat is off his acting.  He has given himself the power over what he speaks and 
when he speaks - and, much more importantly, when  and what he doesn't.  In other 
words, the same power that he has spent all his adult life honing and perfecting. 
 
This is not to minimise Bob's achievements when he does act.  He is - by an 
exponential factor - much more credible in this rôle than in any other he has created 
on film, even in difficult scenes such as the one where he sits by the bedside of his 
dying father and merely looks and weeps.  His speaking voice is very beautiful, and 
he uses it to great effect.  Like his present singing voice, it has both power and 
tenderness, strength and softness, and Dylan shows excellent control of its nuances.  
(Larry Charles makes a very telling point, I think, in the director's commentary, about 
the amount of control Dylan has over his singing: if his voice sounds a particular 
way, it is because it is the way he has chosen for it to sound.  Those who claim his 
voice is blown - and I point the finger here at some recent writers in other Dylan 
magazines - are way off the mark.  Like those who say that Dylan "can't play the 
guitar", and have been proved wrong by the testimony of the very accomplished 
musicians Andy Gill interviewed for Simple Twist of Fate, who were astonished by 
the extent Dylan's technical proficiency on the guitar, they simply underestimate the 
man: if things are a certain way with Dylan, it is because he has chosen for  them to 
be that way (or rather, chosen to present them that way).  His ability to channel his 
own creativity - what might be termed his willpower - is astounding). 
 
Having said all that about masked and anonymous, I do concede that there are 
obstacles for the viewer to overcome; obstacles, moreover, that many reviewers 
have not been able (or willing) to overcome.  On a very simplistic level, there are 
decidedly creaky moments.  Some of them are due to nothing more than the tight 
budget and shooting schedule of the film.  In twenty frantic days of shooting (working 
days of up to 22 hours) and working around unforeseen problems, Charles had to 
cut some corners.  A few of the scenes - most notably those set in the TV network 
office - are in sets whose walls are only of the flimsiest kind, sometimes obviously 
just corrugated metal sheeting.  And the first-time viewer has to be forgiven a sense 
of incredulity that Bob and his dying father look much of an age; at times, indeed, 
Bob looks decidedly older that his bedridden papa.  And how come the hugely-
significant "benefit concert" is being filmed on a small stage set watched by about 
three people?  And how come the tiny, tiny Jack Fate can land a punch that cripples 
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the infinitely more powerfully-built journalist Tom Friend?  All these are immediate 
issues with which the viewer has to deal.  Suspending disbelief can be hard even for  
 
the Dylan fan.  It is easy to imagine how much more difficult it must be for non-Dylan-
diehards. 
 
These are just first impressions, of course, of the sort that most movie-watchers 
never get beyond.  Just a little thought can get you into the alternative mind-set that 
is a prerequisite for masked and anonymous.  The whole thing is nothing more or 
less than a play: Uncle Sweetheart says it explicitly at the start of the film.  There are 
numerous mentions of "the stage" ("Got to get back to the stage" says Fate/fate, 
meaningfully, to the ghost of Oscar Vogel). It is all make-believe; none of it should be 
taken as "real".  The word "vaudeville" is prominently visible behind Dylan's shoulder 
during many of the key songs, on the old-timey music-hall curtain (very reminiscent 
of that used in the Rolling Thunder shows).  The message is clear: don't take 
anything at face-value - listen to the words. 
 
On first hearing, the dialogue of the film is very strange, and sounds a little forced 
and false, rather like the false/forced naturalness of E.M. Forster dialogue or that of 
the film The Spanish Prisoner a few years back.  It's not wise-cracking, oh-so-
predictable Hollywood-movie-speak.  It has to be heard repeatedly to even begin to 
unpick its full resonance.  It strikes strange tangents, shoots into unfathomable 
analogies, darts behind and within itself, cross-references just about everything, and 
ends up sounding like The Old Testament meets Tennessee Williams, with a bit of 
William Shakespeare thrown in for good measure (for measure).  It is, in other 
words, Bob Dylan.  A one-and-a-half-hour-long Bob Dylan song, peopled and 
narrated by exactly the same menagerie of desperate, flawed and on-the-edge 
characters as any Dylan album.   
 
John Goodman in the "masked and anonymous exposed" feature of the DVD 
popped my eyes open on this one.  Of course the dialogue sounds stylised, 
mannered: it is mannered, and has to be accepted on a whole host of different 
levels, in just the same way as Shakespeare plays or those of Marlowe or Molière 
(as Goodman puts it).  They create their own reality.  And many things have to be 
accepted on a level beyond the superficially "real" or rational.  A little man like Fate 
can bring down a bear of a man like Friend because he alone has retained the power 
of integrity.  Fate's age, in relation to his father or anyone else, is simply irrelevant 
compared to the weight of his understanding of situations, his ability to see through 
what the surface of things seems to suggest to the underlying meanings (meanings 
which may well not be palatable or easy, like the news announcement of the 
"millions of suffering souls" in the newly-discovered hollow  core of the earth.)  It cuts 
to the core.  It ain't easy being human.  In fact, it's kinda like a curse.  Does it matter 
when you see Romeo and Juliet  by the Royal Shakespeare Company if the two 
leads are not played by teenagers?  Does it matter if the scenery flats look painted-
on, and wobble a bit? 



I can feel myself in danger of getting carried away.  I love this film.  I love Bob 
Dylan in it, and I rejoice for him in the artistic achievement it represents.  
Everything seems to have come together with an elemental synchronicity: finding 
a director and co-writer so sympathetic to his artistic vision, and so trusting in his 
own, Dylan and the cast's talents; gathering such a wealth of actors together who 
were willing to work with the flow (in ways very different to those they would be 
familiar with on Hollywood blockbusters: as Charles says, they were all "risk 
takers") and for no money (even more incredible, and telling of the pulling power 
of Dylan's charisma); working so effectively against the constraints of time and 
money; even down to the felicitous choice of international cover songs for the 
soundtrack, which was absolutely spot-on.  The whole feel  of the thing is right, 
and that's what matters.   
 
Which all beggars the question: when will we in Europe get to see masked and 
anonymous on a big screen?  The promised "New Year screenings" have not 
materialised, and indeed all has gone silent.  Surely nobody is craven enough to 
think that just because a few cretinous critics in America didn't get it, the film 
doesn't deserve a cinema release outside the USA?  The rumour that a 
European release for the DVD may be scheduled for May this year could, 
ironically, be very bad news in its suggestion that the film is not going to make it 
onto the cinema screens over here.  If so, it would be a great pity, and a very 
great mistake, and would seem ironic in that it was the BBC's money (and 
therefore that of the British TV licence-payers, in other words, that of every 
British Bob Dylan fan) that did so much to get masked and anonymous made in 
the first place.  Who can we lobby to get it screened?  If you have any ideas, 
please let me know.  Bob Dylan and Larry Charles made this film to be seen on 
the large screen, and I want to see as they intended me to see it.   
 
I hope it brings you as much enjoyment as it does me. 
 
 
 

                                                
 



          ANOTHER YEAR 
ANOTHER 

TOUR 
 
 
 

 by Chris Cooper 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Not much time (again) for things FW. A mixture of work and other 
excuses too numerous to imagine or invent. Still much to do, guilt on my part 
about a decrease in my involvement in JG4  has fueled my own concerns now 
about it all going OK. All we can do at this late stage is press on. I was pleased to 
see the enthusiasm in Keith Agar when he took up the reins of organizer. New 
blood is always a good idea. Things have to move on, equally poignant now with 
the sudden demise of Mike Sutton, another name collector literally on the tour. 
We are getting fewer, so new recruits are a healthy thing. Some sadness on my 
part that it was not other Freewheelers taking the lead here but that’s of lesser 
importance than the survival of the idea. The Kidda was a great guy, I don’t want 
to forget him. I only knew Mike Sutton slightly, but I mourn any decrease in our 
numbers. 
 
 The very small audible evidence of the current tour that I have so far 
received sounds less than inspiring. St Louis (March 3) sounds like a tired man 
with a sore throat. An that’s pretty worrying a few shows in to the tour.  I hope 
things pick up, also heard the Chicago gig on March 5th, better performance but 
Bob still sounds more like he is going thru the motions rather than going from 
strength to strength. Am I asking too much? Do I have the right to sit back and 
say “impress me”, possibly not. Someone once said, “If you cannot bring good 
news then don’t bring any”.   I will shut up then.  But I will be back next time re-
energized after JG4.   
 
I will, Honest, 
Hope you all will be too. 
See you there?? 
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HELLO DARKNESS, MY OLD FRIEND 
              BY MARK CARTER 
 
I thought the last Freewheelin’ was one of the best for a long while, not 
least because it featured some of that good old feedback that seems to have been missing 
for quite a while. Whether it’s that, or whether it’s the fact that we’re finally part of the 
computer age at home and typing this sort of thing is so much easier now that I don't have 
to haul out the old electric typewriter (and how suddenly my old typewritten 
contributions look very old fashioned), but I have, for the first time in years, been 
inspired to produce two articles for this issue. 
 
JRS’ (is that right? God, he’s gotten me paranoid about punctuation now! Let's start 
again) 
 
John Stokes’ (is that right? It looks right but..... .I’m not sure) (are there too many 
brackets in this?) (there probably are.. ...I think I’ll start again) 
 
Our collator’s comments about Lowestoft rock gods The Darkness cut deep and the 
mental scars will take years to heal, if they ever do. Seriously, though, I cannot quite see 
the Clive Dunn/Bon Jovi connection (Clive Dunn maybe, but Bon Jovi???) but I think 
they would be the first to admit that they don’t take it 100% seriously. Or rather, they do 
take it 100% seriously but they appear to be determined to have a laugh as they go. I 
guess, if you dress the way they do - the lead singer, especially - then you are 
immediately obliged to have your tongue at least partly in your cheek, but I think they are 
very serious about their success and that “difficult second album” is going to be a fair 
indicator of whether they are going to be something of a flash in the pan or whether they 
will be around for the long haul. 
 
The fact that their Christmas single was beaten to the Number One spot by that tuneless 
dirge by the guy who had obviously had a successful personality removal was nothing 
short of criminal. Sod the Hutton enquiry, I demand an in-depth investigation into the 
obvious chart-rigging that went on during December in order to keep Our Boys off the 
top spot. I know, John, that you favoured Mad World over a single full of children’s 
choirs and sleigh bells, but the fact of the matter is that the song and the video - 
especially the video - was deliberately loaded with every cliche that used to make British 
Christmas singles great. You may think, John, that every Christmas single since the year 
dot has contained choirs and bells but if you cast your mind back over the past couple of 
decades or more you’ll find that - Cliff Richard excepted - this simply hasn't been the 
case. What The Darkness wanted to do was create a single in the classic tradition of the 
1970s when pomp and ceremony were the order of the day. Think Wizzard’s I Wish It 
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Could Be Christmas Every Day or, more importantly, Queen’s Thank God It’s Christmas 
and you’re getting there. 
 
Why I said they reminded me of 1975 - as opposed to, say, the classic Glam years of 
1972 to partway through 1974 - is that I was thinking more of bands like Queen and 
American bands with such great names as Black Oak Arkansas who wore incredibly tight 
catsuits and posed and postured onstage whilst still managing to rawk ‘n’ rawl. 
 
Why, even Jethro Tull’s lan Anderson spent 1975 and 1976 in tights and codpieces! Their 
natural successors - the poodle-permed 1980s crop such as Van Halen, Poison, Bon Jovi, 
etc, etc - were cartoons, a joke. And not a very good joke. Then there was Canadian band 
Rush - all flares and falsetto vocals - who began making waves during the mid-70s, 
though their peak (and only hit single, Spirit Of Radio) would not come until 1978/79 or 
thereabouts. Watching The Darkness Christmas video, I am reminded of Freddie Mercury 
circa Killer Queen, Seven Seas Of Rhye, Bohemian Rhapsody, rather than Mud or the 
Rubettes. As for the Bay City Rollers, they were strictly for the girls, and were, I guess, 
one reason why Punk had to happen the next year. 
 
You will be comforted to know, John, that no less a legend than Alice Cooper has also 
questioned whether The Darkness should be taken seriously or not, and if a godlike 
genius such as he cannot decide, then what chance have we mere mortals got? At the end 
of the day, they’re a good laugh and - for now - their music is enjoyable. Besides which, 
any band that can get into the charts with a single called Get Your Hands Off Of My 
Woman, Motherfucker has got to have their tongue firmly in their cheek and also deserve 
our respect for providing an island of hope in a sea of Pop Idol and Fame Academy 
winners. 
 
As I was putting the finishing touches to this, I happened to read an interview with Gary 
Joules in yesterday’s Sunday Mirror and, guess what - he loves The Darkness and said 
that, if they had beaten him to the top spot at Christmas, then he would have been happy, 
since they are a “real band who play real music and have made a great album”. Of course, 
the opinion of someone who has made one of the most depressing singles since Keith 
Harris and Orville last graced the charts should perhaps not be taken too seriously, but 
you have to respect him for realizing how lucky he was and how, during November and 
December, the UK singles charts are open to anyone and anything. I don’t think, 
however, that the traditional drunken chorus of; “So here it is, merry Christmas, 
everybody’s having fun, look to the future now, it’s only just begun!”, so beloved of 
office parties and pubs during every December is ever likely to be replaced by; “The 
dreams in which I’m dying are the best I've ever had”. 
 
Finally, yes - you were right; The Darkness Christmas single was only the best one since 
The Pogue’s Fairytale Of New York back in 1987. After I had typed up my Top Ten and 
posted it off, the song came on the radio and I realised at once my mistake. How I could 
have forgotten it, I don’t know, since I’ve got the single somewhere, and because it’s 
probably one of the very best Christmas 45s ever. That didn't make Christmas number 
one either - The Darkness are in good company. 
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    **************************************** 
 
Patrick's article was, I thought, very funny indeed, even going so far as to make me laugh 
out loud. Images of Mr. Ricks having a Jodrel into a plastic cup back in 1973 and saving 
it for 30-odd years before producing it for all Dylanologists to examine and admire (mind 
you, if he did, some idiot would buy it) will stay with me for a long while - quite possibly 
a lot longer than I want them to, in fact. I would like to think that Patrick wrote it in good 
humour, making (possibly) a sly dig at how we can dissect even the most insignificant 
ramblings, but the paranoid within me worries that he was having a sly dig at me for 
writing Ricks' book off in six words, rather than six paragraphs or - better still - six 
chapters. Whatever, it gave me a chuckle and, if my original ‘review’ gave Patrick or 
anyone else a chuckle, then it was not a waste of time. 
 
Of course, it was not the most incisive or balanced review of a book – Ricks’ or 
otherwise - that you are ever going to read, nor was it intended to be, but I’ll wager that 
you understood my opinions of the book far quicker and more precisely than, say, a four-
page review in Judas! or somewhere. 
 
Since writing my six-word summary (ideal for the busy Dylanologist who simply doesn’t 
have time to plough through a lengthy article), I have felt that I perhaps owed it to Ricks 
to at least try and get through a bit more of his book, and so I spent a week or so 
resolutely plodding on, determined to re-approach it with an open and unbiased mind. 
Now I’m almost 200 pages into the thing and, unfortunately, my opinion hasn’t changed. 
I wish - and you’ll have to take my word on this - that I could say otherwise, not least 
because I get the feeling that Ricks has laboured long and hard in order that I may finish 
his book with a greater love and understanding of art in general and Dylan's words in 
particular (and also because I have the sneaking suspicion that I have spent seventeen 
quid on something that will ultimately become a dust-catching shelf-filler), but I’m afraid 
I cannot. At least I tried. You can’t say I didn’t. 
 
                                 ************************************* 
 
Finally, having been replaying (and rewatching) Dylan’s ‘Cross The Green Mountain’; is 
it just me, or is that song one of the very best things he’s committed to tape in the past 25 
years? I loved it when I first heard it almost a year ago and I love it just as much now. 
Only Dylan could have hidden a gem like this on an obscure soundtrack that probably 
didn’t even sell that well in the USA. You’d think the least he could do is play it live 
every now and then. As for the wonderful promo video, what can I say? Easily his best 
performance in an ‘acted’ video (if you see what I mean), and how is it that a long wig 
and fake beard that could look so shite at Newport could suddenly look so stately and 
commanding once the cameras started to roll? 
 
One to ponder, methinks.  
 
Bye bye, 
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What Was It You Wanted    
 

by Jim Gillan 
 
 
 
 
A month with lots of very good live music, always the best way to hear 
it.  Two shows featuring  Kris Delmhorst, Jeffrey Foucault and Peter Mulvey, the three of 
them aided and abetted by David ‘Goody’ Goodrich.  Individually, they are quite 
exceptional singer/songwriters and musicians, with Goody also being an ace producer (as 
anyone who heard the 2003 album of the year, Chris Smither’s Train Home) will know.  
Collectively, they were touring as Redbird, an occasional project which revolves around 
the four of them performing on acoustic instruments, using only a couple of microphones.  
Special effects are limited to their playing in permutations ranging from solo to ensemble.  
A raging good time had by all and at £6 a ticket, a bargain.   
 
Another rather splendid evening was spent in the company Po’ Girl, who are Diona 
Davies, Allison Russell and Trish Klein, who also holds down a job with Be Good 
Tanyas.  Po’ Girl might have come about because the BGTs are on maternity leave, but I 
hope they don’t go away, as they have a real good sound, one that  draws as much on jazz 
as it does from folk/blues/country traditions.  And no, they’re not the BGTs by another 
name.  Their eponymous CD is a cracker. 
 
On the domestic talent front there was Emily Druce and Steve Jones.  Emily is a 
Holmfirth, West Yorkshire lass (and so practically my neighbour), but her music was 
entirely new to me.  Holmfirth is a long way from the Mississippi delta, but the blues 
ain’t a slave to geography or topography.  In addition to her own material, she and Steve 
have a wonderful version of ‘Burden Down’, complete with brass ban, on their new CD, 
Songs From The Silver Band Room.  Which is another one I urge you to buy.  What do ya 
mean you’ve spent it all on Dylan DVDs and the Halloween concert? 
 
Last but not least, Tom Doughty.  Tom’s a brilliant musician who lives in Cheshire, but 
who, like Emily, has an instinctive feel for the blues.  He plays slide guitar lap style, 
using (amongst others) a 1935 National and a Yamaha 12-string he modified himself.  He 
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has adapted his technique to accommodate the fact that years ago a motor cycle accident 
did him a serious amount of damage, including ending his ability to play in a 
conventional style, one hand handling chord shapes, the other finger-picking.  But when 
luminaries such as Bob Brozman, Woody Mann and Paul Jones say he’s worth listening 
to, then it’s pretty clear that allowances of any sort aren’t needed.  
 
I’m being pestered by phone calls from Mel Gibson*, whose recent opus hopeless has 
done for the Christian virtues what Hitler did for housepainters.  Apologies to anyone of 
any sense, whatever belief framework (if any) you subscribe to. Charitably, maybe it’s a 
case of he know not what he do.  But methinks he does – and so it would have been more 
appropriate for him to have directed it under his nom de dumb, Mad Max.  Heigh ho, for 
anyone who subscribes to the here after, do you think you can suffer eternity with Max?    
 
 
 
And what about this!  An email from the Spoke… 
 
 
 

DYLAN IN LINGERIE SHOCK 
 
From ER today: 
Grace Nichols, president and chief executive officer of Victoria's Secret Stores since 
1991, detailed the business of the famous lingerie retailer Wednesday as the keynote 
speaker for the school's Business Day… And Victoria's Secret plans another ad blitz 
beginning this month. The latest commercials will feature not only a song but a 
guest appearance by music legend Bob Dylan.  
Well, are you psychic? 
 
 
To which I replied… 
 
Am I psychic? Maybe Bob's reads Freewheelin'...  
 
Anyway, I guess we'll be better able to judge the extent of my mysterious powers once 
we see what he wears. It's not straightforward, as holy old why fronts aren't something 
that Victoria's Secret stocks, and, although it's tempting to think of Bob appearing in a 
variety of splendidly revealing corsets, six suspender waspies and lingerie for that special 
moment, it somehow doesn't quite fit. Nor indeed would much of the goodies that 
Victoria's Secret stocks. Though attempts to somehow wedge himself into an 
extravagantly laced and fully stiffened with whalebone creation, could explain his more 
contorted facial expressions.  
 
Actually, what might be most appropriate, (given his propensity to get lyrics, keys and 
arrangements wrong), would be an appearance in a tasteful pair of Bloomers.  
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The day after, this arrived from a friend of mine, Helen.  She came late to Bob, and only 
after I put ‘Series of Dreams’ on a compilation of singer/songwriters that I did for her.  
Now she’s hooked.   

 

ANYWAY, she read the piece about Bob’s choice of underwear being holy old why-
fronts and came up with this equally compelling alternative… 
 
I always thought that Bob was something of a Thong and Danth Man (hence perhaps "I 
shall be released" and "Tight connection to my heart" - or tight connection to 
something...) 
 
"Tangled up in blue" also creates an intriguing picture in this context... 
 
Or perhaps Bob prefers to resurrect some old forgotten boxers that haven't seen the light 
of day for some time... 
 
More suggestions welcome. I’m sure there are loads, as everyone** who is in any way associated 
with Freewheelin’ must of course be enormously creative and willing to rise to any challenge. I’ll 
happily incorporate ‘em all in my next piece and ask Mark to provide some appropriate cartoons.  
All of which means that I won’t have to write anything, and you can finally read a WWIYW that 
makes some sort of sense.  This approach is one that has a Bob dimension, in that he seemingly 
used a broadly similar technique when writing the material for Love and Theft.  I’m not saying 
that your efforts will quite match L&T, but they must surely be considered to be in the same 
ballpark.  Or would they really be my efforts, even if I didn’t write a thing? 
 
* I don’t think that it is Mel Gibson.  Who (based on his own inanities) I would have 
thought is more likely to ask the Wholly Ghost to intercede on his behalf.  Fine by me - 
the bath is certainly free from midnight to 7am.  That said, it might be cluttered up by St 
John the Divine, who another friend, Richard, suggested could make a good 
conversationalist.  Despite (or maybe because of) being a collapsed Catholic, SJtD is new 
to me, though is, I gather, associated with the Book of Revelations. Glad I am that I don’t 
need any of that stuff to enhance my listening, be it to Bob or to anyone else.     

 

** but not me 
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES        
 
Two Lessons For Lentt 
(And A Happy Birthday to Geraldine)           by J.R. Stokes 

 
do Not create anything, it will be 
misinterpreted. it will not change. 
it will follow you the  
rest of your life. 

 
             Advice for Geraldine on Her Miscellaneous Birthday 

 
 
Never in my wildest dreams have I ever been Geraldine. Well actually there was one 
occasion in Ibiza where I had a red bull babycham and… No. Better not go there John. 
Better start this again. And get it right this time. Break it down. 
 
 

   Here beginneth the first lesson: 
‘do Not create anything, it will be misinterpreted’. 

 
Never in my wildest dreams have I ever been Geraldine… but that advice give by Dylan 
in a poem featured in the concert programme for his performance at the Philharmonic 
Hall in New York on the 31st October 1964 (a concert that we are soon about to hear in 
clear-as-a-crystal quality) has many times caused me to falter whilst on the verge of 
creation.  Sometimes I wish that I had heeded the instruction contained in the opening 
sentence of the advice so readily dished out to Geraldine alone but eavesdropped by 
countless others. If I was the complaining sort I would probably complain that, from the 
outset, my Dylan ‘creations’ have too often been misinterpreted.  
 
Starting at the very beginning, what now seems like a life time ago, I wrote a piece of 
Dylan fiction, sprinkled with facts and containing an underlying theme paralleled to the 
Dylan search for some kind of truth, that the editor of The Telegraph, the late John 
Bauldie thought was good enough, although ‘different’, for publication in his magazine. 
The trouble was that it went on a bit (no change there then, I hear you say!) so he decided 
to serialize it which was fine by me. Part 1 appeared in an early Telegraph but before Part 
2 appeared there was a temporary change at the top of The Telegraph tree and the serial 
was axed. The new Editor apparently didn’t understand it and thought it wasn’t suitable 
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any more! Unperturbed I sent it to the ‘Endless Road’ magazine who had a very wise 
Editor namely John Welburn, who published the story in full in Endless Road 7. The 
misunderstandings didn’t however go away and I was plagued with negative responses 
through misinterpretation. 
 
That was about 20 years ago but the plague continued and I recall that I was the subject 
of some pretty angry correspondence in an American Dylan fanzine following the 
publication of another misunderstood article. Then there was that bastard footnote 110 on 
page 630 of Michael Gray’s ‘Song & Dance Man 3’ where he lambasted me for the 
contents of my article on  Dylan’s song ‘Series of Dreams’  wherein I portrayed Dylan, 
according to Gray, ‘bemoaning and detailing his sexual impotence, in code’. Of course 
the article was not about that at all: it was all about dreams. Surely anyone could 
understand that? Although that particular, and fundamental, misinterpretation tainted 
Gray’s doorstop tome for me I did, on that occasion, find a degree of comfort in Dylan’s 
knowing advice to Geraldine. The first part of this advice, my ‘fist lesson’ rings so true 
that it is worth repeating and remembering: 
 

‘do Not create anything, it will be misinterpreted’.  
 
If you accept these words of advice as a universal truth, then you might as well continue 
with your creations anyway and be damned to misinterpretation. So whilst I say that I 
have faltered at the advice, it has, on the whole, encouraged rather than dissuaded me. I 
wonder if that has been the case with Geraldine? 
 
One particular theory for which I received canon loads of flak from the Freewheelers at 
the time arose from an article that I wrote 9 years ago, in February 1995. The article had 
the subtitle ‘Coincidences And How To Avoid Them’  and the problem was that the 
article put forward the somewhat preposterous suggestion of linking together Dylan with 
the pop artist Prince.  I had just been to see Prince in concert at Wembley Arena and, 
following certain spooky coincidences, I was prompted to create something to express 
my views. I started the article by putting things right concerning how Prince got his 
name:  
 
‘Contrary to popular understanding, Prince is his real Christian name, his father, John L. 
Nelson was a pianist in the jazz band, the Prince Roger’s Band, and the pianist’s son was 
named after his boss.’  
 
I then set up the back ground to my train of thought: 
 
‘I first started listening to Prince in the early 80’s after being intrigued by the 
apocalyptical track ‘1999’; where Armageddon is seen as something almost to be 
welcomed as a cleansing spiritual force ("tonight I'm gonna party like it’s 1999”). 
Thereafter, for some silly strange reason, I started to become aware of certain 
coincidences between the life and career of Prince and Dylan’s own life and career 
which, of course, I knew pretty well’… These are some of the coincidences that struck 
my mind up to about 1993’: 
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                       Both                Dylan              Prince 
 
Are Geminis 

 
Born 24/5/1 941 
 

 
Born 7/6/1958 
 

 
Born In Minnesota 

 
St. Mary’s Hospital, 
Duluth 

 
Mount Sinai 
Hospital, 
Minneapolis 

 
First bands had initials G.C. 

 
The Golden Chords 
 

 
Grand Central 

 
Debut albums bearing their names 
only 
 

 
Bob Dylan 
 

 
Prince (In the UK) 
 

Have recorded at Sound 80 
studio, Minneapolis 

Blood On The Tracks 
– new version 
 

Session musician 
 

Have released albums with the 
words Times and Rain in the title 

‘The Times They Are 
A-Changin' and 
‘Hard Rain’ 
 

‘Sign of the Times’  
 and ‘Purple Rain’ 
 

Have written songs using sexual 
innuendo relating to automobiles 
 

Dirty World 
 

Dirty Mind 
 

Appeared in concert, in London, 
in 1981 
 

Earl’s Court 
 

The Lyceum 
 

Have appeared as rock stars in 
feature films and, during such 
roles, have watched their female 
co-stars ‘skinny dipping’ 

Watching Fiona in 
‘Hearts Of Fire’ 
 

Watching 
Apollonia in 
‘Purple Rain’ 
 

Have had top 50 albums in the 
consecutive years 1988, 1989 and 
1990 

‘Down In The 
Groove’, ‘Oh Mercy’, 
‘under the red sky’ 
 

‘Lovesexy’, 
‘Batman’ 
(soundtrack) and 
‘Graffiti Bridge’ 
 

Have had residencies at London 
concert halls during 1990 
 

6 nights at the 
Hammersmith Odeon 
 

19 nights at the 
Wembley Arena 
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 I then recounted that I had recently purchased a Record Collector magazine and found 
this on the first page: 
   
 

                      Contents                
 
For The Record  …………………………………….4 
Information Station  …………………………..16 

                    FEATURES 
 
Bob Dylan  ……………………………………………..24 
Prince  …………………………………………………… 36 

 
 
 
before going on to recount further coincidences and firing a shot against my readers 
doubts: 
 
‘Both artists subsequently entered the charts. together with albums in 1994; when I read 
about Dylan’s CD Rom recently the article stated that the people who put this CD Rom 
together also were responsible for Prince’s CD Rom; apparently there is a book coming 
out giving details of Prince’s first two hundred bootleg CD’s; and here we are in March 
1995: Dylan has a twelve date tour of the U.K. and, at more or less the same time, Prince 
has a thirteen date tour of the U.K., performing in the same Counties. 
 
Now it is all very easy for people to say (and they have said) that these coincidences 
between Dylan and Prince could be applied to Dylan and any other major artist of his 
time; but I'm afraid that this is just a lie. The truth of the matter is that these coincidences 
do actually exist - just like you and me. O.K. So what? Well I agree. So what that you 
and me exist; so what that you go about your daily routine and I go about mine; so what 
that we have put our heads together in this Freewheelin’ thing once a month for almost 
ten years; we all know that there is something more to it all than a mere “so what?” but to 
attempt, or even think about, an answer to that question means that you have to cross a 
border line. And a howling beast stalks that border line, a beast that separates man from 
man.’ 
 
I then returned to what prompted me to write the article i.e. seeing Prince in concert  and, 
in my conclusion, dealt with some similarity in lyrics and some universal truths:  
 
‘There was however a fundamental similarity between the Prince show that I saw at 
Wembley and the shows that Dylan performed in the States in 1979. The first 
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coincidence here is that Prince is currently in his mid thirties (he will be 37 in June) and 
in 1979 Dylan was also in his mid thirties (the songs he performed in 1979 had been 
written in his 37th year). The second, and far more importance coincidence is that both 
these artists, at round about the same time in their lives, became “born again”. 
 
Before Prince took the stage at the Wembley Arena in March 1995, a video screen 
showed a montage of his career to date followed by a confirmation that the ‘Artist 
Formerly Known As Prince’ was now dead. From now on, everything was going to be 
different; indeed Prince didn’t perform any of his very extensive back catalogue. Every 
song performed in the two hour show was post the ‘born again’ period and not yet 
committed to formal album release. Apparently he is no longer going to perform any of 
his old songs again. (Well, doesn’t that sound somewhat familiar?). 
 
We all know that the reason given for Dylan being ‘born again’ in his mid thirties was as 
a result of his struggle with religion. A somewhat short-lived struggle which came to a 
head in early 1979 and appears to have lasted for just a couple of years. The reason given 
for Prince being ‘born again’ in his mid thirties is as a result of a struggle for artistic 
freedom between him and his Record Company. This condition of being ‘born again’ has 
been referred to in the lyrics from songs of both artists: Dylan from ‘In The Garden’: 
“Master, tell me why a man must be born again”. Prince from ‘Sign Of The Times’: 
"some say a man ain’t happy unless a man truly dies’. 
 
In reality however, the struggles affecting both these artists were and are not external: 
Dylan was and Prince is struggling with himself: with his knowledge of life, with his 
experiences of what has been and his hopes of what is to be. Both artists have received 
the adulation of millions. Stood alone in front of audiences who hang on their every 
movement, every word. In flesh and blood they are just like you and me but their struggle 
to understand what sets them so far apart from so many other human beings, must be 
immense. 
 
It is so easy for us, we just hand over the money and take our seat in the auditorium. We 
then expect to be entertained; demand value for money; bay to be satisfied. We owe the 
performer nothing but his debt to us is enormous, and the bigger the audience, the larger 
the debt: the greater the burden. “Well” you may say, “they don't have to do it”. But of 
course they do: the gift is theirs to give and they had to give it. It’s no wonder that they 
seek to re-invent themselves from time to time - to escape from the pursuit and pressure 
of what is expected. But they probably are fully aware that they will never be able to run 
that far. 
 
One of Prince’s new songs which he performed at Wembley has the title, I think, of 
‘Gold’. The song has not yet been released and indeed some say it never will. From what 
I heard, it is a tremendous song, the sense of which seemed to relate to the realization of a 
truth, in particular the lines “all that glitters ain’t gold”. Dylan found the same truth in 
‘Abandoned Love’ with the lines: 
 

“I’ve given up the game, I’ve got to leave, 
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      The pot of gold is only make-believe.” 
 
The Artist Formerly Known As Prince could easily have said:  “I've given up my name, 
I've got to leave etc.”
 

And on the subject of truths, perhaps Dylan summed it all up best when he said that 
 “ there are no truths outside the Gates of Eden”.  And what about these coincidences - 
are there really any truths in them? And how can you avoid such coincidences anyway? 
Well that's easy - you just don't think about them.’ 
 
So I got it off my chest, to a degree of ridicule really. Dylan and Prince? Soul mates and 
brothers? Absolutely bleedin’ preposterous. The misinterpretation was in that I was 
merely putting them together as artists who shared the same time and space and faced the 
same pressures with a similar response. I never intended to suggest that Dylan would take 
to the stage wearing baubles, bangles and beads.  
 
But why revisit this particular train of thought from the mid-nineties now in the mid 
noughties?. Am I heading for another derailment? Let me return to Dylan’s advice to 
Geraldine: 
 

   Here beginneth the second lesson:  
‘it will not change. it will follow you the  rest of your life’. 

 
It was the essential and Dylan life affirming Expecting Rain that started it off a couple of 
weeks ago. While sifting through the daily list of all things Bob I spotted the following: 

 
‘Prince still the party animal as he rattles the Fillmore - 
(SFGate) (link found by Cliff Warnken, BambooStickman)’ 
 
What the hell was a reference to Prince doing among all this important Bobstuff? I 
clinked the link whereupon, in an instant of electronic wizadry, I was taken to an article 
in the entertainment  section of the San Francisco Chronicle for Monday 16th February 
2004. The article was written by one James Sullivan, the ‘Chronicle Pop Culture Critic’ 
and centred on Prince’s show at The Fillmore on the previous Saturday. The review was 
very favourable and then the following section hit me: 
 
‘To generations of R&B and hip-hop stars, Prince is Bob Dylan. Bear with me: Both are 
diminutive, well-coiffed originals who have subsumed fundamental lessons from the 
musical giants who preceded them (in Prince’s case, the molten guitar of Jimi Hendrix 
and the relentless groove of James Brown). Both have worked out their spiritual 
yearnings onstage, hauling their fans along for the search. And both are blessed with a 
profound watchability, even when they are muddling through phases of mediocrity.’ 
 
Did I read that correctly: ‘Prince is Bob Dylan’ ? Shades of the mid-nineties came 
flooding back. Didn’t I say something like that once? 
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The next back stiffening event came in my local W.H. Smiths. I had heard from someone 
that the March edition of Mojo (which unlike Freewheelin is published in the month 
before the date shown on the cover) had a piece on Dylan and so I decided to search it 
out. And, just like that record Collector of 9 years ago, there they were together again, 
this time on the cover. If you glanced away from the chubby faced blue eyed Beach Boy 
looking out at you, you would notice those two names getting a mention in a supporting 
role: Bob Dylan and Prince.  
 
So is my ‘second lesson’ correct?  Will this theory never change? Will it follow me for 
the rest of my life? I will keep you informed. In the meantime, let me return to the San 
Francisco Chronicle and the review of Prince’s show at The Fillmore. Apparently Prince 
came back on stage for numerous encores and the gig didn’t finish until 3 am! This is 
how James Sullivan summed it up: 

‘After the lights went up at 3 a.m., the band came out for one final jam. Led by Parker, 
they played a raucous, second-line instrumental version of the gospel standard ‘Down by 
the Riverside’.  

It might have been taken as a subtle comment on current events – “Gonna study war no 
more” the lyric says … but Prince was busy slapping his band mates with a towel. He’s in 
his own world; fans are just happy to sneak a peek from time to time.’ 

Now that Dylan is on the road again his fans can sneak their own peeks as often as the 
want. But if, during the course of his wanderings, he starts trotting out that old gospel 
standard… well you heard it here first! 
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